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al-Qaida Agent Nabbed!
An alert patriot in Harker Heights, Texas has identified
an al-Qaida mole hidden deep in the heart of Texas.
Osama bin-Cat , also known as Ali Boo Boo has
allegedly engaged in domestic terrorism and gathered
intelligence on U.S. military forces around the globe.
MAJ V.J. Tedesco III, an officer stationed at Fort Hood,
alerted local law enforcement officials and the FBI
shortly after September 11th. Officials are not providing
any details, but sources close to the investigation report
that Ms.bin-Cat has posed as a pet in the Tedesco
household since 1989.
Federal agents believe that
bin-Cat has cleverly
manipulated Tedesco’s
spouse and child into
believing that she is simply a
neurotic cat who hates men
in uniform, when in fact she
has covertly collected
intelligence about American
military activity at posts in
Germany, Fort Riley, the
Pennsylvania State
University, West Point, Fort Leavenworth, and now Fort
Hood. Source report that Ms. bin-Cat uses her litter box
to pass encoded messages to her handlers operating in
trash collection departments across the nation. MAJ
Tedesco has also described years of direct attacks on his
person and property to the officials investigating this
matter. In his only public comment on what some in the
press are already calling “Cat-gate,” Secretary of
Defense Donald Rumsfeld said, “This just goes to show
you the kind of sick people we are dealing with… they
are patient, small, fury and absolutely evil!”

Armed &
Dangerous
Terrorists and criminals be
forewarned! There is a new
force in the fight against Evil;
Rachel Tedesco, Hapkido
Yellow Belt! She can out
punch any plush toy and break
pre-cut plywood with a flying
leap. You go girl!
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Lianne Promoted from
Servant to Lady-in-Waiting
After nine years as a low-level servant with the
household of Her Royal Highness Princess Rachel von
Tedescovia, Lianne Tedesco was recently promoted to
the rank of Lady-in-Waiting. Lianne’s waiting
responsibilities are distributed throughout the day. She
waits to gently wake the Princess (sometimes called
either Janet or Suzann’s Revenge behind her back), then
waits to serve her breakfast, and then waits to take the
Princess to school. Lianne then waits to shepherd the
Princess to her after school activities (gymnastics,
sewing, Hapkido, etc.) where Lianne is expected to
attentively observe the Princess and produce emergency
treats and or beverages at any indication of imminent
starvation or dehydration. Lianne then waits for Rachel
to get in the shower which provides Lianne with about
an hour of peace while Rachel sings and dances our hot
water down the drain. After the squeaky clean, but
reenergized Princess emerges from her shower, Lianne
enters the final phase of her day-in-waiting, waiting for
Rachel to release her for the night. When her promotion
was announced, Lianne commented, “It is at difficult
job, but somebody has to do it and he’s never home.”

In Other News This Year:
•

•

Nothing is for sure yet, but we expect to all remain
here in the greater Fort Hood area at least until the
Summer of 03.
VJ continues to enjoy his busy life as the Executive
Officer of 2-8 Cavalry, a tank battalion here at Fort
Hood.

Whole Family Photographs
Well for Very First Time!

